Coediry verdict due soon

By Stephen Blatt

"Companies are very eager this year to hire their share of MIT graduates," Robert Weatherall, Director of the Career Planning and Placement Office, has found enough interested students, although MIT graduates-to-be are having trouble finding jobs in some fields.

Most departments, such as IBM, Grumman, Corning Glass and Westinghouse "would have loved to have seen more students than they actually saw," says Weatherall. This is due both to increased recruiting nationwide and to a growing dependence on MIT for engineers.

IBM nationwide was looking for 2100 students in all fields, up from 1300 last year, according to Weatherall, while Grumman and other companies were looking for more engineers. Since national engineering enrollments have dropped considerably while MIT engineering enrollment has remained relatively stable, the demand for MIT engineers, already considerable, has increased accordingly.

"MIT is a diamond mine of talent," according to one interviewer. Weatherall says that the companies "are delighted by the high quality of students they see." Another interviewer, relates Weatherall, "was amazed by a student apologizing for only having a 4.0 cum." Also women students are in high demand. "It has never been better to be a woman MIT gradu1tate," reports Weatherall.

Grades are not as important as they have been in the past, he says, while students are looking for people who are energetic, well work in organizations and are also amenable to technical talent.

While students in some fields are doing very well, others, such as those in architecture, are having a bad year. "This is a bad year for architects," says Weatherall, who attributes this to many factors: the high interest rates on mortgages and the high construction costs have reduced housing starts 50 percent from a year ago; school starts are definitely not what they used to be; and the decrease in population of the pre-school age group has reduced the demand for students entering graduate school. "Companies don't really need many students," says Weatherall. "It's a very sharpshooter that grad schools do," notes Wheatley.

"We are looking for people who are energetic, willing to work in organizations and are also amenable to technical talent." Weatherall adds. Atkins surveyed students entering graduate school. "Companies don't really need many students," says Weatherall. "It's a very sharpshooter that grad schools do," notes Wheatley.

"We are looking for people who are energetic, willing to work in organizations and are also amenable to technical talent." Weatherall adds.
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The energy crisis has also had an effect on the number of students applying to MIT. "It is more difficult to be an engineer," says Weatherall. "The Vietnam war, Ellsberg said, was an example of "our willingness to go along with a massive campaign of terror and torture" for almost nine years. He stated that President Nixon's State of the Union remark that America is at peace was "a flat-out lie." The approximately 1100 students in the audience could "survive of democratic government," he said. "When these experiments are described to people, they see them as immoral," he said. "But when they are subjects they do it." The Vietnam war, Ellsberg said, was an example of "our willingness to go along with a massive campaign of terror and torture" for almost nine years. He stated that President Nixon's State of the Union remark that America is at peace was "a flat-out lie." The approximately 1100 students in the audience could "survive of democratic government," he said. "When these experiments are described to people, they see them as immoral," he said. "But when they are subjects they do it."